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A P LITERARY TERMS 

 
ALLEGORY story or poem in which characters, settings, and events stand for other 

people or events or for abstract ideas or qualities. 

EXAMPLE: Animal Farm; Dante’s Inferno; Lord of the Flies 

 
 

ANECDOTE Brief story, told to illustrate a point or serve as an example of something, 

often shows character of an individual 

 

 

CHARACTERIZATION the process by which the writer reveals the personality of a 

character. 

 

INDIRECT CHARACTERIZATION the author reveals to the reader what the 

character is like by describing how the character looks and dresses, by letting the 

reader hear what the character says, by revealing the character’s private thoughts 

and feelings, by revealing the characters effect on other people (showing how 

other characters feel or behave toward the character), or by showing the character 

in action.  Common in modern literature 

 

DIRECT CHARACTERIZATION the author tells us directly what the 

character is like: sneaky, generous, mean to pets and so on. Romantic style 

literature relied more heavily on this form. 

 

STATIC CHARACTER is one who does not change much in the course of a 

story. 

 

DYNAMIC CHARACTER is one who changes in some important way as a 

result of the story’s action. 

 

FLAT CHARACTER has only one or two personality traits. They are one 

dimensional, like a piece of cardboard.  They can be summed up in one phrase. 

 

ROUND CHARACTER has more dimensions to their personalities---they are 

complex, just a real people are. 
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FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE Words which are inaccurate if interpreted literally, but 

are used to describe.  Similes and metaphors are common forms. 

 

 

METAPHOR a figure of speech that makes a comparison between two unlike things 

without the use of such specific words of comparison as  like, as, than, or resembles. 

 

IMPLIED METAPHOR does not state explicitly the two terms of the 

comparison: “I like to see it lap the miles” is an implied metaphor in which the 

verb lap implies a comparison between “it” and some animal that “laps” up 

water. 

 

EXTENDED METAPHOR is a metaphor that is extended or developed as far 

as the writer wants to take it. (conceit if it is quite elaborate). 
 

DEAD METAPHOR is a metaphor that has been used so often that the 

comparison is no longer vivid: “The head of the house”, “the seat of the 

government”, “a knotty problem” are all dead metaphors. 

 

MIXED METAPHOR is a metaphor that has gotten out of control and mixes 

its terms so that they are visually or imaginatively incompatible. “The President 

is a lame duck who is running out of gas.” 
 

 

SIMILE a figure of speech that makes an explicitly comparison between two unlike 

things, using words such as like, as, than, or resembles.




